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Â .By David Rothkopf - December 7, 2012 It is quite
possible that 2012 will be remembered as the year
that the United States got its ability to disrupt,
destroy, and attack back up to a level that was
previously unimaginable. This is nothing short of a
sea change in military capabilities as well as a
profound repudiation of the post-Cold War
philosophy of US military superiority. For the first
time since the fall of the Soviet Union, the United
States is again emerging as the foremost military
power -- the one capable of establishing, sustaining
and defeating the ultimate military power of our
time. Last month's killing of Osama bin Laden, with
the subsequent killing of his loyal lieutenant, Abu
Yahya al-Libi, is most certainly a game-changer. The
fact that the al-Qaeda leadership has not risen from
the dead or reformed as a revolutionary force is
about as important to future events as the way-
baked conspiracy theories about the official version
of the assassination of John F. Kennedy. The West
has a problem in places like Syria and Iran, not
because their populations are coming out in droves
and pelting us with rocks, but because they are
fueled by the Shiite/Sunni sectarian divisions that
are at the heart of the Arab Spring and the Arab
uprisings of 2011. The departure of Mubarak from
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Egypt and Gaddafi from Libya have set off the mad
rush of ambition and change. While the United
States may not be able to take advantage of the
sudden new political will in the Middle East, it has
helped create the new atmosphere for change. The
US-led international effort to stop the spread of a
deadly contagion in an area with a billion people has
shown that the United States can maintain a high
level of military activity without provoking a
backlash. The Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant,
or the ISIL, now in control of most of the border area
between Iraq and Syria has demonstrated that the
United States is not the only military power that can
do the job. But it is the only military power that can
do the job within the timelines required by the
changing conditions of the Arab world. In Libya, the
NATO air campaign of 2011 has largely destroyed
the Gaddafi military
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program OTA injury list still growing The Tennessee
Volunteers confirmed the Wednesday, May 14 injury

list of reported starters and only two players who
are no longer on that list. It's been a month and
some change from the 12-player list released by
head coach Butch Jones on April 25, as made his

first spring practice before summer school with the
rest of his coaching staff and the rest of the team.

Advertisement The injuries are due to a reoccurring
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issue that has been affecting some players since the
2016 season, ankle injuries. Jones said he doesn't

expect these injuries to affect the season, but some
players need more time in the offseason to work out
the issues. “I think the sooner we get these guys to
a point to where they’re as good as we think they

can be, the better we’ll be,” Jones said in an April 25
interview with media inside Neyland Stadium. “But I
think if we don’t do that, then they may never be at

their best.� 0cc13bf012
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